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MESTO FERROX PLUS 3585P 
Heavy duty 10ltr metal sprayer 

 

 

MESTO FERROX PLUS 3585P is a 10ltr working capacity metal, heavy duty construction sprayer fitted with Viton seals that 

allows use with products that have hydrocarbons in them, such as Mould oils, Chemical Release agents, and curing agents. 

They feature a fantastic specification with some new ideas to make user life easier, such as the integrated funnel cover to 

stop dirt ingress and sight glass for easy verification of fill level 

 

 

 Steel tank, polyester coated 10ltr, 6 bar 

 Integrated spare parts compartment 

 Spiral hose 2,5 m with safety interlock 

 Spray and extension wand holder 

 Pump holder 

 Sight glass for fill level control 

 Large filling funnel 

 Backpack type sprayer 

 Ergonomic pump handle 

 Flat spray nozzle with fine filter 

 FPM (Viton) gaskets, oil-resistant 

 

 

MESTO FERROX PLUS 3585P is supplied boxed in singles. Minor assembly required by user. 
 

 

 

Norsekem Limited Products are manufactured under quality assured schemes 

Norsekem Limited products are guaranteed against defective materials and manufacture. Products are sold subject to the Norsekem Limited Terms and 

Conditions of Sale, copies of which are available on request. Norsekem Limited endeavors to ensure that the above data and any further advice is correct, 

Norsekem Limited can not accept liability for the use to which products are put or the way in which they are used. All recommendations stated by the 

company are made in good faith. Recommendations do not over-ride the basic obligation of the user to satisfy themselves at all times as to suitability of 

the product for their particular application. 
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